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GENERA, MEETING. 

HE Fifth Ordinary meeting of the Session 1910-I1 
was held at the Institute Rooms, 57  Swanston-
street, Melbourne, on Tuesday, 25th October. 
The President (Mr. A. Henderson) occupied the 
chair, there being a very large attendance, which 
included many lady visitors. 	The minutes of 

meeting were read and confirmed. 

1Reports ana 3ournats 7Recetvea from lkinbreb 
1Instttute0, with thanks. 

the previous 
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American Institute of Architects, Quarterly Bulletin, April, 
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American Institute of Architects, Annuary for 191o. 
American Institute of Architects, Proceedings of the Forty-
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Belgique, July, 1910, No. 7 ; and August, 191o, No. 8. 
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E'isappearing (DDelbourne. 
At the last meeting of the Institute, Mr. John Little (hon. 

secretary) called attention to the gradual disappearance of the 
[old 
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old buildings in Melbourne which, he regretted to say, were 
being cleared away without any drawings or memoranda of 
public interest being made concerning them. Recently the old 
Police Courts in Swanston-street had been pulled down, the old 
Law Courts were being removed at the present time, and many 
characteristic edifices, reminiscent of early historic days, were 
likely soon to make way for new and modern buildings. He had 
obtained, by the kindness of Mr. Drake, the secretary of the 
Public Works Department, a photograph of the old Law 
Courts, which he placed at the disposal of the R.V.I.A. 	He 
suggested that steps be taken to collect illustrations of historic 
buildings, either by photography, sketches, or measured work ; 
whilst their characteristic features might also be detailed. The 
want of public spirit in the direction of preserving data for 
future historic use in Victoria was lamentable, and in marked 
contrast with what was being done in England. For instance, 
the London County Council, under the direction of its architect, 
Mr. W. E. Riley, F. R. I. B. A., preserved a suitable record of 
every architectural and historical building demolished in connec-
tion with an improvement scheme. The building was carefully 
surveyed, and, if desirable, suitable photographs were taken, 
whilst valuable detail in wood, stone, or iron, when found, had 
measured drawings made for preservation. This had been the 
practice for some years, with the result that an interesting col-
lection of many hundreds of drawings and photographs had been 
formed, of great value in illustrating for future historians a phase 
of old London which was gradually disappearing. 	He (the 
speaker) urged that this work should be taken up in Victoria. 
Perhaps a combination of State Government, the interested 
municipality, and their Institute of Architects might be the most 
effective means of doing what was possibly neither the duty nor 
within the functions of any of these bodies separately to do, and 
which was certainly beyond the power of any one man to at-
tempt. A year or so ago one or two historical societies were 
newly formed in Melbourne, but he had yet to learn that they 
had done anything in the direction indicated, and he thought it 
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was even beyond their power to do very much. He took the 
opportunity that evening of bringing the subject into public 
notice, in order for the members of the Institute and the bodies 
whose interest he desired to kindle, to think it over during the 
next month or so. He believed that, with the help of the public 
bodies, some scheme would be evolved to rescue from oblivion 
the historic memories and associations of buildings and places 
which had played their part in the public life of the young 
nation. One of the first things a new community ought to do, 
he contended, was to collate matters of public interest. 	This 
would prevent the intrusion into history of that which was false 
either concerning fact or place. The future historian would thus 
be able to draw his conclusions from collated facts, and the 
right start being made, our history might be kept clear from 
conclusions formed upon erroneous or insufficient data. 

In the discussion upon Mr. Little's remarks it was urged 
that some attempts in the past had been made in the direction 
indicated. For instance, the late Mr. Lloyd Tayler and his late 
partner, Mr. Fitts, had made a collection of illustrations, which 
had been exhibited at the Institute. It was decided to ascertain 
where this collection was stored, and to endeavour to secure it 
for the public good. 

licentiates of the 7R.1.16.8. 
It was reported that a large number of forms had been re-

ceived from the R.I.B.A., explanatory of the new degree of 
Licentiates of the British Institute. In the last issue of the "Pro-
ceedings," the position was explained at length, and any archi-
tect wishing to enter for the degree could obtain the forms upon 
application to the hon. secretary of the R.V.I.A. It was to be 
distinctly understood that March next was the last month during 
which the degree could be obtained in London. 

The President hoped that, as the R.V.I.A. was now allied 
with the British Institute, advantage would be taken of the op-
portunity of our members to be enrolled as Licentiates, and thus 
bird the two Institutes closer together. 

[New 
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NEW YORK'S TALLEST BUILDINGS. 

R. SYDNEY WILSON (F.) continued his paper 
on this subject, the previous portion appearing in 
our issue for July (pp. 97 to iii ante), the Singer 
Building being under review. 

The refrigerating plant, consisting of two vertical single- 
acting compressors, is driven by a Corliss valve engine. 	The 
water for drinking is first put through a battery of filters, and 
afterwards forced into the cooling tanks. Then it is circulated 
throughout the entire building and tower by means of three tur-
bine pumps. In connection with this water-cooling system a small 
freezing plant is installed, which produces from 500 to i,000 lbs. 

of ice per day. 
Steam plays a very important part in this building, and in 

the basement there are installed five Babcock and Wilcox sectional 
water-tube boilers. In case of necessity, they can supply and 
continuously develop 2,88o horse-power. 	They furnish all the 

power required for the elevators, and the various apparatus inci-
dental to the maintenance and operation of this great building. 

These boilers are fitted with the balanced draft system, 
which automatically controls the air supplied to the furnaces, and 
limits it to practically the theoretical amount required to burn 
enough coal to maintain steam pressure. 

There are six Cochrane vertical steam separators, which 
are situated some distance from the boilers, so that the steam 
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must pass through a considerable length of piping before it 
reaches the engines. The Cochrane separator consists essentially 
of a closed vessel, in which a ribbed baffle plate is placed directly 
in front of the current of steam. Any particles of moisture are pro-
jected against the baffle plate, whence they flow into a well or 
receiver drained by an automatic steam trap. The steam passes 
around the sides of the baffle, and enters the engine in a dry con-
dition, thereby giving a longer 'life to the cylinders. 

The switchboard of the electrical installation is the usual 
white marble board, with a copper-plated bronze base. 	There 
are no fuses on this board. The generators and feeders are pro-
tected by circuit breakers of the double pole, double-arm lamin-
ated type, and the circuit breakers protecting the generators 
have the reverse current release attachment. With reference to 
the wiring system, although the 220-volt two-wire system is used 
for both lighting and power, the lighting feeders are of the 
three-wire double-loop system, so arranged that it may readily 
be changed from three to the two-wire system. It also maintains 
an absolutely even voltage on every floor, no matter at what 
distance from the switchboard. There are 67 miles of wiring in 
this building, and the longest feeder, which is 670 feet long, 
runs to the 36th floor, feeding the elevators in the Tower. 	I 
reckon some of our electricians in Melbourne would envy such a 
contract. 

The "Magneta" electric clock is placed in an ornamental 
bronze casing on the staircase landing of the main corridor. 
The entire system of secondary clocks throughout the building 
is actuated by this master clock, and the winding is done by an 
electric motor, which obtains the necessary current from 
the electric plant in the building, and winds up the weight 
automatically once a day. The weight operates the clock move-
ment proper, as well as the current producing magneto apparatus. 
The magneto apparatus is released every half-minute, thus 
generating a positive and strong current, and operating the 
secondary clocks throughout the building. To ensure absolute 
correctness of time, the master clock is equipped with "Remoni- 

[toir. " 
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toir" escapement, such as is used on the finest astronomical 
regulators and tower clocks, where accurate time-keeping is de-
sired. The wiring is run through a separate conduit system, 
thus avoiding interference with other wires. 

The greatest and most noteworthy innovation in the whole 
electric equipment of this building is the illumination of the ex-
terior of the tower at night. It is accomplished by 3o i8-in. 
projectors, designed expressly for the purpose of throwing beams 
of light upon the exterior walls of the Tower, from its base to 
the 35th floor, and the remainder of the exterior is illuminated by 
i,600 concealed incandescent lamps. The flag on the flag-pole of 
the Tower is illuminated by the projection of a beam of light 
from a 36-in. projector on the roof of the building below, and 
the name "Singer" can therefore wave in the breeze both day 
and night before the eyes of the public—a real novel advertise-
ment. 

Every conceivable electrical instrument is used by the en-
gineer in his department. The voltmeter determines whether the 
electric lights are burning at their rated efficiency, and the am- 
meter detects the amount of current or load on any generating 
set or distributing device, so that it may be known whether each 
is doing its share of the work, and not being strained or dam-
aged by "overload." This latter meter also controls the feeder 
circuits, by indicating to the operator the branches of the build-
ing unnecessarily taking current. 

There are five dynamos in use, of the compound-wound, 
multi-polar, slow-speed engine type generators, which furnish 
the entire supply of electric current used throughout the building 
for both lighting and power. There are also 33 electric motors. 

Electric power has proved a vital factor in the development 
of all modern American buildings. The engine room is the heart 
of the building, because the power plant supplies the bu;ldng 
with light and heat, as well as power. 	The electric motors in 
American skyscrapers are used for driving pumps of different 
kinds, ventilating fans, pumps for ice-water circulation; also 
for emptying the drain pit in the basement into the sewer for 
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working the lifts, also the vacuum cleaner system. This vacuum 
cleaner system is a splendid idea for modern buildings. 	The 
tubes are built into the walls, and each flat is supplied with suc-
tion hose, and all you have to do is to tell your office boy to 
simply screw on the rubber hose to the tube connection, and 
sweep the floors and desks, and the dust is then carried away. 

About ten thousand square feet of the basement of this 
building was specially designed and constructed for the use of 
the Safe Deposit Company. of New York. 

There are ten fire and burglar-proof vaults. 	Two of the 
largest of these vaults are for general safe-deposit purposes. The 
door of the largest of the safe-deposit vaults weighs over 16 tons, 
and is ground like a valve to an absolutely air-tight joint—so 1 
am informed—in order to preclude the introduction of liquid or 
other explosives. The locking bolts radiate from the centre, like 
the spokes in a wheel, and are operated by a specially designed 
motor, which in turn is checked and controlled by an electrically- 
winding time lock. 	This mechanism is controlled without con- 
nection or hole through the doors. 	Should conditions arise 
which would, in the opinion of the custodian of the vault, justify 
keeping the vault locked for any additional number of hours be-
yond the time for which it was originally set, this can be ac-
complished without opening the vault door, or without any one 
having access to the locks. The value of this feature will be 
appreciated when the contingency of fire or riot is considered, for 
in either case it would be undesirable to permit the unlocking of 
the vault, and all that is necessary would be to close an electric 
switch, when the time lock would be electrically wound, thereby 
preventing the opening of the door until the expiration of the 
added number of hours. 

The Singer Tower Building was completed on May 1st, 1908, 
being one year and eight months in construction, and as many as 
1,200  men being often employed daily. 	The weight of the 
Tower alone is 18,365 tons. 	In the entire building there are 
gi acres of floor space, a large proportion being in the Tower 

[itself, 
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itself, and the building, when fully tenanted, contains 6,000 
people. 

In New York there are 540 buildings over ten stories high. 
I will now show you some of them. 	The tallest edifice in the 
world is the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's building, 
completed at the beginning of this year, and situated at the cor-
ner of Madison Avenue and Twenty-fourth Street (see Plate I., 
Illustration i). 	The tower is 658 feet high, and contains 48 
stories, whilst the base measures 75  feet by 85 feet. An immense 
clock is situated in the 25th, 26th, and 27th stories, with four 
dials, 346 feet above the kerb, 26i feet in diameter. 	It has 
chimes, and a deep-toned bell, 7,000 lbs. in weight, strikes the 
hours. It is not .a nice thing to have near one's office, I should 
imagine. 	This building is also of fireproof construction, with 
foundations varying in depth from 28 to 46 feet below the kerb 
level. The facings of both tower and building are Tuckahoe 
marble, carried out in early Italian Renaissance style. 

The ten-story building has a frontage of zoo feet by 425 
feet, and, in the tower and main building combined, there is a 
total floor space of 25 acres. The steel framework of the tower 
alone weighs about 8,1oo tons, and the weight of the steel work, 
masonry, etc., combined, is 38,022 tons. We have seen that in 
the Singer Tower the wind stresses are resisted by means of 
continuous trusses extending throughout the whole height of the 
building. 	In this tower the frame is stiffened against distor- 
tion by means of heavy knee braces at the intersection of the 
vertical columns and the horizontal floor beams. 	The stresses 
due to wind pressure reach a very high figure, and call for a 
large increase in the sections of the columns, etc., to provide for 
them. The tower to the left is 341 feet high, at Madison Square 
Garden. The statue on top is Diana, 13 feet high. 	There is a 
garden theatre and concert hall, seating 12,000 people, in the 
building, which is New York's chief place of amusement. 

A night effect of the building is the latest novelty in adver-
tising. It is called "flashing the hours," "visual chimes," in 
red and white light, visible from the country far around. 	The 
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whole constitutes a masterpiece of horology—a 20th century mar-
el made possible by electricity. 

From the lantern on the apex of the tower the time is flashed 
every quarter of an hour by red lamps, and white lamps for 
the hours. The lighting of the clock faces presents a marked 
departure from other "illuminated dial" tower clocks in the way 
in which both the hands and the dial are limned in fire. 	The 
minute hand is 17 feet long, and the hour hand 13 feet 4 inches, 
and are of steel frame construction and copper encased, with 
fronts of wire glass. 	Each hand is lit up through its entire 
length from within its structure by a continuous row of "line-o'-
lite" incandescent lamps, there being sixteen of these lamps in 
the minute hand, and ten in the hour hand. By the use of this 
type of lamp, each clock hand appears at a distance as a con-
tinuous line of lights, not as a row of bright dots if made up of 
ordinary lamps. There is an illuminated boss in the centre of the 
minute hand, containing eight ordinary lamps. 	The dial nu- 
merals are 4 feet high. The flashing equipment is put into action 
at dusk by a contact device operated from the mechanism of 
the lower clock hands and which may be set to close the circuit 
of the flashing relays at progressively different hours of the 
evening with the advance of the season. When the clock 
lighting is "turned on" the heavy flashing switches controlled by 
the master clock, and its relays, rapidly close, and open feeder 
circuits leading to a group of 56 red lamps and 88 white lamps, 
of Too and 25o watts (giving an aggregate of 16,262 candle-
power) massed in a great torch flame at the highest reach of the 
tower, nearly 35o feet above the clock faces, or 70o feet from 
the street. 

The next largest single office building in the world is the 
City Investment Company's huge building occupying the cor-
ners of Broadway, Cortland Street, and Trinity Place, 33 stories 
high, reaching a total height of 480 feet (Plate I., Illustration 2). 
You will notice the peculiar in-and-out appearance of this build-
ing from the street line, the object of placing light courts on the 
street side of the building rather than on the inside of the block, 

lis 
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is that it gives more light for the same area, and hence pro-
vides a larger number of outside lighted offices in the central 
part of the building. The walls are of Indiana limestone up to 
the sixth floor, and above this of special brick, with terra cotta 
trimming and copper cornices. A feature of the building is the 
arcade, 38 feet wide, which runs from Broadway clear through 
the building to Trinity Place. The arcade is formed with arched 
portals at each end, and occupies the entire width of the Broad-
way frontage. The arcade, which is about 40 feet, is finished in 
veined statuary marble, with the ceiling barrel vaulted and 
domed, similar to that of the Singer building. 	There are 23 
elevators in the building. The foundations consist of concrete 
piers sunk to rock 8o feet below the footpath level. Unusually 
large foundation girders were required, one being a triple-web, 
go-ton girder, 9 feet high, 37  feet long, and 5 feet wide. 	The 
basement and sub-basement extend to 3o feet below the footpath. 
It is estimated that the building weighs 86,000 tons, and the 
steel structure 12,000 tons. A 2,000 horse-power steam 
plant is installed in the building for lighting, heating, and power 
purposes. 	Besides the direct heating system for the offices, 
an indirect heating system and fan ventilation is installed for 
the basement and sub-basement. Water storage is provided by 
two main tanks of 12,500 and 9,000 gallons capacity each. One 
is located on the roof, and the other half-way down to the 
street level, so as to divide the head of water and reduce its 
pressure to the maximum of about too lbs. per square inch. 
The usual stand pipes, hose, etc., are provided, in case of fire, 
and supplied from the roof tank. 

The total floor space is 670,000 square feet, or over 15 acres, 
and the cubic capacity is 10,200,000 feet, accommodating 6,000 
tenants. 

The high office building is a structure of an entirely new 
type. We may search architecture from ancient times to the 
most recent, without finding a hint of this form of building, 
which has become the most conspicuous feature of all modern 
cities. The demand for offices in New York, and the business 
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system which makes them necessary, is extremely recent. We 
have much to learn in Melbourne, as our new Building Regu-
lations Bill, now before Parliament, will not allow us to build 
higher than io feet. The high building expresses much more 
than the repetition of stories one upon another. It calls for—as 
we see—the employment of a system of construction totally dif-
ferent from any heretofore made use of in commercial buildings. 
In providing accommodation for the thousands of tenants who 
use these buildings, the introduction of exceptional advantages 
and improvements is necessitated. Vast mechanical plants are 
required to supply them with light and heat, fresh air, pure water, 
and power for their elevators. The rooms must be convenient, 
well-lighted, and opening into agreeable halls, which must also 
be light and accessible. Business is no longer done in dingy 
offices or in discarded dwellings. 	In America the modern 
business man looks for every possible luxury in his office build-
ing, from fire and burglar-proof vaults to a first-class restaurant 
under the same roof ; while such minor incidentals as janitor's 
service, light, heat, iced water, vacuum cleaner system, barber's 
shops, boot-blacking parlour, and similar conveniences, have 
their cost either included in the rent, or are placed most con-
veniently at his elbow. Of themselves, many of these things 
are of no great importance, but when it is remembered that they 
are all, as a rule, included in the arrangement of every important 
high building—no matter how close they may be to one another 
—the unique character of this class of structure becomes ap-
parent. Miniature cities in themselves, they contain day popu-
lations exceeding that of a considerable town. 

This is the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel (Plate I., Illustration 3), 
the picturesque German Renaissance structure which cost two 
and a half million dollars to build, and is 214 feet in height. It 
has a staff of 2,000 employees, including 600 waiters, 4o mag-
nificent salons, 1,385 bedrooms, 800 bathrooms, and 38 eleva-
tors for the traffic, and is illuminated by 25,000 electric lights. 

The Times building (Plate I., Illustration 4), built in the year 
1905, has a triangular base, and if the corners had been rounded 

[off 
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off it would pass as another flatiron Building. It contains 23 
stories, with a total height of 363 feet. The floor space is 117,000 
square feet. One of the subway systems of electric trams passes 
directly under this budding, and the station is in the basement. 
The printing presses of the New York "Times" are situated 57 
feet below the surface of the ground. 

The St. Paul Building, with old St. Paul's Church in the 
foreground, is a prominent object in the city. This tall building 
was one of the first steel and masonry buildings to be erected, in 
1897. Its height is 317 feet; and in the old church alongside 
Washington was a frequent worshipper. 

The Fuller Building, commonly known as the "Flat-iron" 
building, consists of 20 stories (Plate I., Illustration 5). 	It is 
310 feet high, and stands on a triangular base, measuring 215 
feet on Broadway, 198 feet on Fifth Avenue, and 8b teet on 
Twenty-second Street. Each flat contains 17 offices, and accom-
modation is provided for 1,70o people in the building. 

The new Municipal Buildings for the City of New York, at 
present in course of erection (Plate II., Illustration 1) is situated 
on land lying between Park Row and Center Street. The build-
ing will have a frontage of 381 feet on Center Street, with a total 
depth of 173 feet (about half the area of one of the blocks in 
Melbourne between Swanston and Elizabeth Streets). The plan 
is practically U shaped, and Chambers Street runs right through 
the middle of the building. The object of this enormous munici-
pal building is to house all the departments, bureaus, and various 
offices of the City Council under one roof. The main floor of 
the building will be entirely devoted to entrances, hall-ways, and 
the sub-way concourses. Nine stairways, varying in width from 
10 to 15 feet, will give access from within the building to the 
mezzanine floor and the station below. 	Additional facilities 
will be afforded by several entrances from the street. The sta-
tion will form the terminal of two track sub-ways leading down 
below Center Street from the Williamsbury and the Manhattan 
bridges respectively. For the present there will be five platforms 
and four tracks within the building. 	Eventually there will be 
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two additional tracks, the whole seven tracks being served by 
seven platforms, laid for the Manhattan Bridge service. 

The main structure rises 337  feet above the kerb, and there 
are 25 floors, and the tower rises another 15 stories higher, to 
a point 56o feet above the street level. In the steel frame alone 
there will be 26,00o tons of steel, and in the whole 700,000 
cubic feet of granite. 	Each floor will contain approximately 
one acre, whilst 32 elevators will run as high as the 25th floor. 

From an engineering standpoint, the most interesting feature 
of this Municipal building is the foundation. 	Because of the 
great height and weight of the building, it was necessary to 
carry the foundation for the supporting columns down to bed-
rock wherever possible. This bedrock is from 144 to 178 feet 
below street level. 	In sinking the 68 caissons the use of the 
pneumatic process was necessary, as in the Singer Building ; 
whilst not a single life was lost. 	The legal limit of pressure 
under which the law permits excavation to he carried on is 5o 
lbs. per square inch, which pressure is reached at 115,E feet be-
low tide level. The maximum depth to which any caisson has 
been sunk is 112 feet below tide level, or 144 feet below the 
street. Not only are these foundations the deepest, but they 
are also the most costly, the contract price being £288,600. The 
cost of the superstructure will be £1,179,000, and the cost of 
the whole building, as finally completed and equipped, will be 
about £2,000,000. 	It is estimated that this building will 
house some 8,000 people, and will be the largest office building 
in the world. The City Council can boast of sinking the deepest 
foundations for any building in the world. 

The Trust Company of America's building is 327 feet high, 
and is the tallest in Wall Street. 

This slide (Plate II., Illustration 2) shows two buildings be- 
longing to one company, divided by a lane, the one on the left 
the Trinity Building; whilst the one at the corner is the United 
States Realty Building. The style of architecture is "English 
Gothic." The building contains 21 stories, and is 308 feet high, 
with floor space of 552,873 square feet. It rests on 140 caissons 

[sunk 
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sunk to a depth of 75  feet. The steel frame was erected in 63 
days, and the stone work in 146 days. 

These tall buildings provide a difficult problem for the archi-
tect; the style might be called ' `vertical" architecture. There 
is nothing more difficult than the artistic treatment of an object 
with but one direction or in which one direction greatly predom-
inates. Anything high, without breadth, cannot possibly possess 
any other quality than altitude. It is only when joined to some-
thing of appreciable breadth that height becomes dignified and 
can be subjected to artistic treatment. We learn this as we learn 
other issues from the Gothic Cathedrals, in which the conditions 
of height, breadth, and width mutually help each other. The 
high office building is not always wanting in breadth, but its 
height so necessarily predominates as to become the more im-
portant factor in the design. This height cannot be tapered off 
like some Gothic spire, or built in different stages, like Sir Chris-
topher Wren's steeples, but must be elevated for 300 feet or 
more, without a recess to give shadow or variety to its walls. 
There is nothing save row upon row of windows, which must—
from the conditions of the building—be approximately the same 
size and often the same design. The difficulty of the problem lies 
in the monotony which is forced upon the architect. Nothing like 
this has happened before, and, in an art which, like architecture, 
depends so largely upon precedent, there need be little wonder 
that American architects have not always achieved satisfactory 
results. 

In the building before us (Plate II., Illustration 3) good re-
sults, however, have been achieved. This is the West Street 
building, with a frontage of 25o feet, containing 24 stories. It 
is 324 feet in height, and is of steel fireproof construction, with 
club rooms on the top floor. The detail in the upper portion is 
very bold. The well known Bell Telephone Co. have their offices 
in this building. 

In New York the high building is neither a fashion nor a 
fad; it is occasioned by the concentration of business within a 
limited area. The elevator, with the wonderful development 
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which American ingenuity has given it, renders every floor of the 
high building immediately accessible. 	These high buildings 
would be useless without the elevator, the great equalizer of civi-
lisation which makes the 20th or 3oth storey as easy of access as 
the second or third. In studying the growth of the high building 
it is not needful to emphasise the relative importance of each 
factor that adds to its merits, but the place of the elevator is fun-
damental ; without it the upper stories would be as inaccessible as 
a mountain top. The development of the high building has 
hastened the development of the elevator, until to-day in New 
York the express electric elevator leaves nothing to be desired 
in swiftness of service. (We do not know what a fast elevator is 
in Melbourne.) Yet the elevator solves but half the problem. If 
the high building be impossible without the elevator it is equally 
impossible without a mode of construction enabling it to be built 
on a site of any size without reducing much of the area for foun-
dations and supports. This is accomplished by the steel frame 
or skeleton system of construction now almost exclusively used 
for commercial buildings of great height, and has the double 
advantage of saving floor space, and, although Being above the 
height of ordinary structure, is absolutely less costly than con-
struction wholly in brick or stone. Stated briefly this system 
carries the weight of a building upon a framework or skeleton 
of steel. It not only permits the walls being thin and light, but 
the wall of each floor is supported by its own frame. It is per-
fectly feasible, were it necessary, to begin filling in the stone or 
brickwork of a building at the top floor and working downwards, 
instead of following the ancient and customary practice. 

The Plaza Hotel (Plate II. Illustration 4), opened last year, 
facing Central Park and Plaza, is 252 ft. high, of ig stories, and 
cost /2,500,000 dollars. It contains two great dining rooms and 
ball room, accommodating 500 people. The steel framework of 
ten thousand tons was erected in seven months. The kitchen ac-
commodates ioo cooks. The chef would require to be a kind of 
civil engineer to prevent a row in that kitchen. Our lady friends 
would, no doubt, like to inspect that kitchen. The present New 
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York Hotels can comfortably accommodate at one time 306,000 
persons. 

The American engineer and constructive architect have long 
since demonstrated their ability to build structures on the skele-
ton system to any desired height, and will go so far as to tell you 
that had they been present at the erection of the Tower of Babel, 
that historic edifice would have been carried to its projected 
height. How far their services may be needed in this direction by 
subsequent generations we cannot tell. But I understand that 
the New York municipal authorities are passing a by-law to 
limit the height of these skyscrapers. 

A bird's eye view of Manhattan Island, showing New York's 
elaborate system of bridges and tunnels, is presented (Plate II., 
Illustration 5). Starting from the bottom of the picture, you will 
notice the Rapid Transit Tunnel running from Brooklyn under 
the East River, then by subways, extending under the whole of 
New York as shown by the dotted lines. Across the other way, 
you will notice the Pennsylvania railroad tunnels under the East 
and the Hudson Rivers. The problem of transportation in the 
city of New York is rendered extremely difficult and costly by 
the fact that 2,000,000 of the people live upon, and as many 
more daily enter or leave a long narrow island, separated from 
the mainland by broad and deep rivers. To overcome this isola-
tion, public and private enterprises have built, during the past 
decade, no less than fourteen tunnels, and three of the greatest 
long-span bridges of the world. The river waters are deep 
enough to accommodate the largest vessels in the world right 
up to the wharf. 

I desire to refer to four of the large bridges necessary for 
the business people who gather in those huge buildings of New 
York, by which they gain access to their suburban residences 
across the river, and the way crowds are dealt with. 

The famous old Brooklyn Bridge is designed with two surface 
roadway tracks, each i8 feet wide, and one 15 feet footwalk, 
which carry 20,000 passengers an hour in each direction. The 
elevated lines on the same bridge carry 6o,000 passengers per 
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hour in each direction. The length of the main span is 1,5952 
feet, with side spans 930 feet. The total length, including ap-
proaches, is 6,o16 feet, and the width of the bridge is 85 feet. 
The height of the towers is 272 feet above the water line. The 
diameter of cables is 151 inches, and the total cost was sixteen 
million dollars. The bridge was opened for traffic in 1883. 

The Queensborough Bridge was opened for traffic in 1903, 
and cost 20,000,000 dollars, and extends from Manhattan across 
Blackwell's Island and East River to Long Island City. It 
carries 6o,000 passengers per hour in each direction on 
the surface cars, and its elevated tracks carry an additional 6o,000 
passengers per hour. The two channel spans are 1,182 feet and 
984 feet, the island span 63o feet, and the two anchor spans 
4392 and 459 feet. The total length including approaches is 
8,600 feet, and the maximum depth of trusses 185 feet. The 
width of the bridge is 88 feet. Besides the car tracks there are 
two 14 feet footwalks and. one 34 feet roadway. 

The Williamsburg Bridge has the same carrying capacity as 
the Queensborough Bridge, with a length of main span 1,600 
feet, side spans, 5962  feet, and total length, including approaches 
7,279 feet, with a width of 114 feet. The height of towers above 
high water is 335  feet. The diameter of cables is 184 inches. 
There are two rapid transit tracks, four surface tracks, two 20 

feet roadways, and two 172 feet footwalks. The total cost was 
22 million dollars. The bridge was opened for traffic in 1909. 

The new Manhattan. Suspension Bridge cost 26 million dol-
lars, and was erected to deal with the enormous crowds that 
pass to and fro between New York and Brooklyn. It is situated 
about a quarter of a mile to the east of the old Brooklyn Bridge, 
and is just opened for traffic. It has four surface and four ele-
vated tracks, with a total carrying capacity of 18o,000 passen- 
gers per hour in each direction. 	The length of main span is 
1,470 feet, with side spans of 725 feet. 	The total length is 
6,855 feet. 	The width is 120 feet, and the height of towers 
above water is 322 feet. The diameter of cables is 211 inches. 
There are four rapid transit tracks, four surface tracks, one 35- 
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feet roadway, and two i t feet footwalks. It was nine years in 
building. 

Now, a ith reference to crowds. It is said that there are 
two interesting sights of business crowds in the world. The 
one is the black, surging throng that crosses London Bridge 
citywards every morning between 9 and to; the other is the 
struggling, fighting, furious mob that wants to cross Brooklyn 
and Manhattan Bridges every evening between 5 and 6. 	New 
York, like Melbourne, settles down to work between 7 and 9 
o'clock in the morning, but stops work •at the stroke of 5 in the 
afternoon. Then, at the doors of these skyscrapers you have just 
viewed, there pour forth floods of humanity into the streets. The 
average New Yorker, like the average American, is a good-
natured fellow, but he has little time for courtesy. If he gets on 
a car, and it is necessary to knock you down, that is your look-
out. He is rude, but laughs, and expects you to laugh also. He 
does not want to be discourteous ; he merely wants to get home, 
so he crowds, stands and clings to the cars going "up town." 
It is an uncomfortable way, but it is quick, and quickness is as 
the apple of his eye. I use the word cars, because •the railroad 
trains are called cars, and electric trams are called cars. Women 
on the cars take their chances; they stand and cling with the 
rest; and it is the rarest thing for a man to offer his seat to a 
woman. She does not mind standing, with five men sitting be-
hind her. She does not talk, as a Melbourne lady might, about 
there being no gentlemen present. It is no sign of inferiority 
that she stands while they sit. It is evidence of equality. She 
would not be expected to give up her seat to a man. 

The busiest part of New York is the lower and narrower 
end, near these bridges, and every inch is occupied. The saying 
goes that Americans must be "right there," within five minutes 
of everywhere. A good deal of the hustling crowd is got rid 
of by providing tubes under the rivers to carry electric cars, be-
low the main streets, carried out on the "cut-and-cover" system, 
merely a great excavation made along the centre of the street, 
with a concrete roof over the top about 3o inches thick, to bring 
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the railroad platforms within 14 feet of the roadway, and also 
to give plenty of light and air. 

I consider that, before long, the city authorities in Mel-
bourne will have to convey the crowds which make for Flinders-
street Railway Station, by a cut-and-cover system under Flinders- 
street. 	I should like to see the tram lines in Elizabeth and 
Swanston street, sunk in a cut-and-cover system ; the Collins 
street and Bourke-street trams could then pass along in regular 
order. The traffic from the Yarra Wharf is increasing every day, 
and will continue to increase when the river deepening is com-
pleted, by which the big liners will come right up to Melbourne, 
and will have to be accommodated by this or similar method. 
Thus these American methods, both of building and dealing with 
street traffic, are of the greatest interest to us in these Southern 
lands. 

SUBSEQUENT DISCUSSION. 
In opening the discussion, the President said we had reason 

to be thankful that we were living in Melbourne, as many of 
the buildings shown were perfectly unsuitable for our needs. 
They were the work of men who lived at high pressure, and who 
did their life work early, becoming quite worn out at 45. 	Al- 
though the buildings were magnificent structures, he was glad to 
say that, because we had plenty of room for the extension of the 
city, it would never be necessary to build them in Melbourne. 
Both with the solution of their problems of providing much ac-
commodation on a restricted area, and the transportation of 
people into and out of the City of New York, the Americans had 
achieved a great success. 

Mr. John A. B. Koch (F.), in moving a vote of thanks to Mr. 
Wikon, offerèd his heartiest congratulations upon the successful 
exhibition. He could not imagine how Mr. Wilson had found time 
to prepare the many slides. He would include in the vote the name 
of Mr. J. H. 'Harvey (A.), who had rendered so great a service 

at the lantern. 
Mr. John Little (F.), in seconding the vote, said that, whilst 
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admiring the architectural and engineering skill shown in the 
buildings, the conditions under which people worked in those 
office buildings, or lived in the hotels, suggested an artificial 
existence. 	'l'he slide showing portion of the Madison Garden 
was to him an oasis in a bewilderment of buildings. Even when 
the day's work was over, although it was a matter of necessity, 
he disliked the underground railways, which played so important 
a part in the transportation of the suburb seekers. He personally 
preferred to travel in the fresh air, and he left iced water and 
other luxuries of that description severely alone. He would put 
up at a small hospice with a garden rather than go to a large 
hotel, with a tea room and a cafe at every turn. 

Mr. R. J. Haddon (F.) said that the pictures showed very 
little of the aesthetic aspect of life, and he was afraid that it 
was mainly money-making which prompted people to crowd to- 
gether in these high buildings. 	The American architect had 
very difficult problems to solve. 	Although his constructive 
genius was apparent, yet the German type of design he so 
largely utilised showed brutal detail. 	He (the speaker) con- 
sidered that both in his buildings and in his manner of living, 
the American failed aesthetically, missing the trees and those ob-
jects which gave inspiration, and becoming just like the steel 
in his building, cold, hard, and calculating. He (Mr. Haddon) 
heartily thanked Mr. Wilson for showing his work in the spirit 
of modesty and genuineness which made him, whenever he took 
anything up, to do it with his whole heart. 

The vote was carried, amidst cheers, and Mr. Wilson, in re-
sponding, said the paper had been written mainly during train 
rides, whilst the negatives had been made in his hours of leisure. 
He was greatly indebted to Mr. Harvey for his work at the 
lantern. 

During an interval in the exhibition refreshments were served. 
The evening proved one of the most successful of the session. 
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THE KING EDWARD MEMORIAL. 

11E King Edward Memorial seems unlucky. 	In 

our last issue we uttered a word of caution con-
cerning the location of the memorial amidst a 
fitting environment. The art sub-committee, 
which had been asked to suggest a suitable site 

or sites to the executive committee, has made its recommenda-
tions, which we find are in accordance with the position we take, 
in strongly advising an architectural, rather than an "arboreal,"  

setting. '1 he art sub-committee unanimously recommend a site 
on the steps of the old Treasury Building, facing down Collins-
street, as the most suitable for the memorial, second and third 
sites suggested being (a) Parliament House steps, or (b) entrance 
to Alexandra. Drive. If either of the first two is selected, it re-
commends the erection of a symbolical group, or, as an alter-
native, a bronze equestrian statue ; but if the Alexandra Drive 
site is chosen, the memorial should take the form of an arch, 
surmounted by a symbolical group. The committee further re-
commends that designs be invited from Mr. Bertram Mackennal 
and Mr. Alfred Gilbert, though, if some ether site were decided 
upon, it wishes to withdraw this recommendation. 	The report 

of the executive committee states that, as the art sub-commit-
tee's report practically excludes from consideration any site in 
the open, among foliage or gardens, it had asked the art sub-
committee to reconsider the recommendation in regard to the 
Immigrants' Home site, in view of its special merits and advan-
tages. The art sub-committee, however, adhered to the original 
decision. After fully considering the report of the sub-commit-
tee, the executive felt that the general merits of the Immigrants' 
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Home site, especially in connection with the other works to be 
carried out there, were sucn as to far outweigh any technical 
objections that might be urged against it. '1 he locality at pre-
sent occupied by the women's division of the immigrants' Home 
was under promise to the City Council as part of the queen's 
Memorial Gardens. The Council hao provided ,'2,500 for im-
provements. The site had the unanimous vote of the executive 
committee, and it recommended that it be finally approved of. 
We observe that although the art members of the committee 
vigorously protested against the adoption of the executive com-
mittee's report, it was carried. Mr. Arthur Peck endeavoured 
to secure a postponement. Mr. F. H. Bruford wondered why 
the art committee had been appointed, if its report was to be 
ignored; whilst Mr. C. F. Summers said it was evident that the 
statue was to be an adjunct to the municipal decorations of Mel-
oourne. There were too many two-penny-half-penny targets 
stuck about this city for the aggrandisement of the Council and 
Lord Mayors, and as a community we were entirely at the an-
tipodes in regard to art. Mr. L. Bernard Hall, a few days later, 
wrote in the "Argus," an article on "Amateur Inaptitude," in 
which he dealt with the statement that an architectural back-
ground would dwarf the statue, and its converse, which was 
jocularly suggested by Lord Dudley at the Lord Mayor's dinner, 
that perhaps the statue might dwarf the building. 	To mark 
time, it appears that the Agent-General has been asked "to fur-
nish information as to symbolical groups on equestrian statues" 
—whatever that may mean—erected at home in memory of the 
late King, "in order that the advisability or otherwise of ob- 
taining a replica"—on the cheap—"may be considered." 	Mr. 
Hall refers to this procedure as an amazing exhibition of amateur 
management in matters which are purely architectural. Our own 
opinion is that the architects are not anxious to act alone, but are 
quite willing to act along with a body of men engaged in the 
various branches of art. We hope, before final action is taken, 
that reason may be listened to, and that the monument to be 
erected may be an addition to the too scanty a list of the works 
of art in our city, and be a worthy monument worthily placed. 



ALONG THE BYE-PATHS. 

The Photographic Association of Victoria is holding in the 
Institute Rooms during the latter part of November an exhi- 
bition of pictorial photography by Mr. J. Kauffmann. 	Of the 
74 works catalogued, many are of exceptional merit, and several 
have been awarded prizes in London. The collection is genre, 
embracing scenery taken in all parts of the world. 	One of the 
advantages of photography is the catching of the instantaneous 
effects caused in Nature. In "Reflection" (No. i8) the masts 
of the shipping are reflected with exceptional clearness in some-
what choppy water. The artistic effects of such a prosy subject 
as a wet street pavement furnish striking effects in reflection in 
"A Rainy Day" (No. 37), and "A Wet Day in the City" (No. 
47). In figure work, there is a tenderness and softness not often 
found. In the "Indoor Portrait, Miss S.S." (No. 41), and in 
Cosy Corner" (No. 5o), fine lights are limned on the figure, 
whilst masses of light are thrown on the figure in "The Novel" 
(No. 63). Landscapes, with trees as the main objects, are nu-
merous, "Golden Gleams" (No. 65) being one of the best. The 
educational value of the exhibition is great, and will help to 
solve the question, "Is Photography an Art?" by showing that 
which is the work of an artist of some repute. 

A Visit to New Zealand, from January 3oth to February 6th, 
I9II, has been arranged by the Australasian Institute of Min-
ing Engineers, and an invitation has been received for members 
of the R.V.I.A. to join the excursion. The Hauraki goldfields 
will be the centre of attraction, and Thames the headquarters 
of the meeting. The latest date for leaving Australia in time 
for. the meeting is Wednesday, January 25th, by Union S.S. 
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Co.'s steamer from Sydney direct to Auckland, due to arrive at 
Auckland on Sunday morning, January 29th. In addition to a 
series of papers upon mining matters, a long list of visits has 
been arranged. Large concessions will be granted in the cost 
of travelling by land and sea, whilst hotel accommodation at 
Auckland and Thames has been provided. The hon. secretary 
of the R.V.I.A. will be pleased to afford all information to any 
of the members who may be likely to join the excursion. 

Miss Florence Muriel Little, daughter of the editor of the 
"Proceedings" of the R.V.I.A., who during the last few years 
has performed the duty of assistant editor of this journal, now 
enters the literary arena with a book of her own. "The Master 
Mind," published by Hutchinson (Melbourne) weaves into fic-
tion places visited and impressions gained during her visit to 
England and Europe last year. City and country, manufacturing 
district and university life, contribute to the life-work of John 
March, the hero of the story, who, though born in a Stepney 
slum, obtains his degree of M.A., at Oxford, and spends his 
short, but adventurous, life amongst his former haunts. It is 
not for us to review the work in these columns, but it is a plea-
sure for an architect to take up a book of fiction and to find 
architectural work properly described. Miss! Little's experience 
on the "Proceedings" has been of the greatest benefit to her in 
this respect. Her first story, "A Little Country Maid," ran 
through three months issue of the "Leader" (Melbourne) some 
few years ago, since which time she has spent in study. It is 
not often that an architect's daughter "comes out" in literature 
in Australia. We think the late Mr. Lloyd Tayler's daughter 
an exception to the rule. 	She published a work of her own 
some years ago. 

A Visit to the New Central Telephone Exchange was paid 
by members of the Institute on Tuesday evening, December 6th, 
at 8 o'clock, by invitation of the officers of the Public Works 
Department, and by permission kindly granted by the Deputy 
Postmaster-General. The party, which, to its advantage, was 
by no means large, was piloted through the maze of the wiring, 
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the switchboard, and fifty other portions of the apparatus which 
are e,sential to the working of the telephone, by Mr. A. O. 
Junck, who took the greatest pains to make everything clear. At 
the close of the inspection an excursion was made for some dis-
tance along the tunnels under the streets. The visit, which occu-
pied three hours, was concluded by passing a hearty vote of 
thanks to the officers of the Public Works Department and to 
Mr. Junck for his kindly piloting. 

The Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science 
will hold its annual meeting in Sydney from 9th to 14th January, 
1911, and members of the R.V.I.A. are invited to enrol them-
selves as members. Section H, which bears directly upon en-
gineering and architecture, includes amongst its officers the 
names of Messrs. Elwood Mead, Henry Deane, Colonel Vernon, 
H. Sulman, and Prof. Warren. Papers dealing with matters in 
the above classes will be read, whilst arrangements for evening 
entertainments and excursions to places of interest have been 
made. Dr. T. S. Hall, of the Melbourne University, the Vic-
torian secretary, will be glad to furnish information to any mem-
ber wishing to join the association, but, as the time is now 
short, immediate action is necessary. 

Mr. H. W. Tompkins and Mrs. Tompkins have returned 
from their trip to America and Europe, greatly benefited by the 
change. 	Mr. Tompkins has been specially interested in munici- 
pal building regulations, and has laid before the Minister in 
charge of the Munic'pal Regulations Bill 191o, now before Par-
liament, the results of his observation. We are anxiousto have 
the long-standing matter of the Building Regulations settled in 
a reasonable way before long. The R.V.I.A. has been pegging 
away at the subject for more years than we care to recall, and 
we have not as yet reached finality. 
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TOWN PLANNING CONFERENCE 

  

HE Town Planning Conference, held in London 
from the loth to the 15th October, proved in 
every respect an unqualified success, and dele-
gates from all parts of the world were present. 
It was a happy arrangement to hold the meetings 
in the new galleries of the Institute in Conduit- 

being the first occasion the rooms of the historic head- 

  

street, this 
quarters have been used since their enlargement. As is usual, 
much of the success was due to the indefatigable energies put 
forth by the Executive, whilst the Royal Academy, the City Cor-
poration, and many other bodies entered into the spirit of the 
Conference, and, placed everything they possessed at the disposal 
of the Executive. In order that foreign delegates might feel at 
home, although English was the official language, the programme 
(a book of 87 pages) contained a French translation, and dele-
gates from other countries therefore were able to ascertain ex-
actly what was to be done. A body of honorary interpreters, 
dealing with seven European languages, also rendered every 
assistance to those from foreign countries. It is pleasing to ob-
serve the interest taken by many of the public bodies interested 
in the subject of town planning, their representatives being pre-
sent in large numbers. The papers were of high-class character 
and varied treatment. We hope to deal with them in these col-
umns when the full text is to hand. In the present issue, how-
ever, we give an abstract (from "The Builder") of the paper by 
Mr. J. Sulman, F. R. I. B. A. , of Sydney, upon the proposed site 
for the Federal Capital of Australia, this article being of special 
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and immediate interest to Australian architects. In addition to 
the papers, the exhibition of drawings and models of town plan-
ning schemes at the galleries of the Royal Academy, Burlington 
House, puts into shape some of the various proposals for form-
ing new villages on the one hand, and dealing with the improve- 
ment of large cities on the other. 	The conversaziones at the 
rooms of the Institute, the banquet at the Hotel Cec;1, the Lord 
Mayor's conversazione, and the visits to Letchworth Garden 
City, Hatfield House, Hampton Court, Bedford. Park, St. Paul's 
Cathedral, the Tower of London, St. Bartholomew's Church, 
Greenwich Hospital, the county Council schemes at White Hart 
Lane, and Millbank Estates, Westminster Abbey and Hall, the 
Houses of Parliament, Lincoln's Inn and the Temple, Regent's 
Park, and Avenue Road Estate, Port Sunlight, Bournville, Bath, 
Oxford and Cambridge constitute a series of festivities and places 
of interest absolutely unique. 	The piloting through the places 
of interest in the short time at disposal was in itself a work of 
art. How the visits were made in the time puzzles us, for we 
spent a week in Oxford itself recently, and saw by no means all 
we desired to see, although piloted by an Oxford professor and 
a Rhodes scholar. We await with interest the publication of the 
official proceedings of the Conference, and hope that, in this 
young country many of the precepts of the Conference may be 
embodied in the laying out and the beautification of centres of 
population and rural hamlet alike. 

FEDERAL CAPITAL OF AUSTRALIA. 
(Extract of paper read at the Town Planning Conference, London, 

October, 1910, by John Stillman, F.R.I.B.A.) 

"After much discussion and many attempts to evade a dis-
tinct undertaking, a site has been chosen in New South Wales, 
about 150 miles to the south-west of Sydney, 70  miles from the 
sea coast (both as the crow flies), and elevated about 2,000 feet 
above the sea level. 

Australians do not, I think, realise as yet the unique oppor-
tunity that is thus presented to them of planning a fine city ab 
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initio, and at first there was a possibility that it might drift into 
the hands of permanent officials, whose knowledge of city plan-
ning and its possibilities was conspicuous by its absence. 

Realising that the subject of conscious city planning is com-
paratively new in Australia, and that it is not likely the best re-
sult would be attained by local effort, owing to lack of experience, 
I have therefore strenuously advocated throwing open the plan-
ning of the Federal Capital to world-wide competition, and it is 
gratifying to know that the late Deakin-Cook Government had 
decided to adopt this course. A complete contour survey of the 
chosen site has been prepared, levels have been taken for drain-
age, the site of an irrigation sewage farm determined upon, and 
sufficient territory acquired to ensure ample water supply. The 
data necessary for competitors is in course of compilation, and it 
is probable the present Government will carry out the ex-
pressed intentions of its predecessor. I have thought that it may 
be useful to my confreres who may be intending to compete if 
I give some idea of the special conditions that will have to be 
met. 

The hills approach each other within about three miles just 
where the city is to be located. On the south-west a bold hill 
called the BIack Mountain is prominent, while to the north-east 
Mount Ainslie rears its conical mass high into the air. It rises 
some 800 feet above the plain, and from its summit a most glorious 
panorama of the whole range of the southern mountains unfolds 
itself ; even down on the level fine views may be obtained, and 
they should be carefully taken into account, and utilised in the 
planning of the city. 

The outstanding feature of the Australian climate is its abun-
dant sunshine and clear atmosphere. In the district under con-
sideration the rainfall is fairly good, sufficient in most seasons 
to produce a good coat of grass. During three months in 
summer the heat is considerable, and shade, therefore, would be 
grateful; but, owing to its elevation, the nights would always be 
comparatively cool. In winter the south and west winds are very 
cutting, and shelter therefrom of very great importance. Hence 
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the selection of the site to the north-east of the Black Mountain 
and a further reason for the planting of evergreen trees, which 
will give shelter from the winter winds, as well as shade from 
the summer sun. Night frosts are frequent, and there are occa-
sional light falls of snow, but they do not last, the bright winter 
sunshine quickly dispersing them. The nearest approach to these 
conditions in European countries may, I think, be found in the 
Tuscan portion of Italy or on some of the lower plateaux of 
Southern Spain. 

As regards political considerations, it must be carefully borne 
in mind that the Australian Government is one of the most de-
mocratic in the world. But this does not indicate that anything 
like meanness in structures or surroundings is countenanced or 
desired. On the contrary, our public buildings are more impor-
tant in comparison with population than they are in Britain. In 
providing for the Governor General, the representative of the 
Empire, the above considerations do not apply. He is naturally 
selected from the ruling and aristocratic class, and as our guest 
as well as our ruler, he is, and should be, provided for in a 
generous way, in harmony with his previous life and sur-
roundings. 

Our social life is also much more free and unconventional 
than that of Europe, owing, perhaps, to the more equal diffusion 
of wealth. There is no extremely rich class, with its necessary 
corollary of a substratum of extreme poverty. At any time every-
one who chooses to work may be sure of food and shelter, and, 
in ordinary times of .a subtantial measure of comfort. There is 
consequently not so much to differentiate classes as elsewhere, 
and the universal State School education also tends to level up the 
mass. Generally diffused prosperity, shorter hours of labour, 
and a genial climate naturally encourage outdoor amusements, in 
Which sport in all its forms takes the predominant place. Hence 
a racecourse, sports ground for cricket, football, and other 
games, running tracks, swimming pools, rowing courses, etc., 
are an absolute essential to a representative Australian city. 
Drill grounds for the proposed citizen forces, based on universal 

[service, 
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service, will also be needed. Quite apart from these, an ample 
supply of parks should be provided, where the women and chil-
dren may saunter at will, and whole families take the air. We 
Australians like to live out of doors, but not in the Continental 
manner. The boulevard, as a public resort, with its numerous 
cafes, is unknown, and would be unappreciated, more especially 
as in a somewhat dry and sunny country the dust nuisance is 
always with us. 	Our choice is rather the picnic, the outdoor 
meal taken al fresco in some shady, semi-rural retreat away from 
the city streets. As to dwellings, I may as well call attention 
to the fact that the Australian, of whatever degree, generally 
prefers what we call a "cottage." That is to say, a one-story 
building, however large it may be. In England it is known as 
the bungalow type. 	"A house" with us is a building of two 
stories, however small its capacity. 

In a pastoral and agricultural country like Australia another 
important feature of every city and town is the "show ground, 
where all kinds of livestock and produce, as well as implements 
and machinery, may be exhibited at least annually. The Federal 
capital is never likely to become a manufacturing city, as it pos-
sesses neither a coalfield nor sufficient water to generate more 
power than will be required for tramways and lighting. But a 
space should be set apart for the storing and easy handling of 
building materials and the goods and produce that are needed in 
daily life. These will come by a railway, on a branch line, cor. 
netting Yass and Queanbeyan, with a possible extension to th 
sea at Jervis Bay. 

My own views on the planning of the Federal capital are 
given in outline in a pamphlet to bé found in the Institute 
library, and also in the "Journal" of the Institute; but they are 
only in outline, and were written for the general public of Aus-
tralia to show the merits of radial planning as compared with 
the rectangular. In actual work, the general idea would be modi-
fied by contours, and developed in detail to such an extent that 
only the general lines would be recognisable; but in essence they 
would be there. It is. not, however, my intention to enter the 
lists, and my confreres are welcome to any information I can 
give, as my sole aim is to facilitate the acquisition by the Gov-
ernment of the best plan the experts of the world can produce." 



VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURAL 
STUDENTS' SOCIETY. 

The ninth general meeting for this year of the V.A.S.S. 
took place at the Institute Rooms, on November 8th, the Vice- 
President, Mr. B. C. Woods, in the chair. 

'I he business was to discuss the last issue of the Journal, 
and to receive suggestions for improving the next, also to receive 
the Journal Editor's report. 

Mr. Robert J. Haddon I'. R. I. B. A. , and F. R. V. I. A„ attended, 
and offered several important suggestions, amongst the princi- 
pal of which were :— That the Journal should have one universal 
design for a cover; that it be printed entirely on art plate paper; 
that it be more of a journal of proceedings than a topical maga- 
zine; in fact that we should aim at copying the good old Eng-

lish pattern of professional publication. Some of these sugges-
tions were considered to be of such importance that the Journal 
Editor suggested a special meeting be called, so that a repre- 
sentative attendance could consider the matter. 	After further 
discussion, a vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Haddon for 
his valuable suggestions. Mr. Hugh L. Peck's design for the 

Society's Seal was adopted. 
The special meeting was held on November 29th, when Mr. 

Haddon's suggestions were discussed. 	The attendance was 

small, but the debating was keen. 
The Chairman put the suggestions one by one, and the lead-

ing questions were thus settled, the remainder being left to the 
discretion of the Editor and Committee. 

The iith General Meeting was held on December i3th, when 
Mr. Brown delivered a lecture on "Landscape Gardening, 
which was greatly appreciated by the 20 members present. A 
vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Murphy, seconded by Mr. 
Fulton, and carried by acclamation. 

B. C. Woods, Vice-President. 
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